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Introducing the COBB Tuning AccessPORT for the 2010 MAZDASPEED3. The AccessPORT brings hand-held ECU �ashing, 
managing and monitoring convenience to 2nd gen MAZDASPEED3, unleashing untapped power hidden in the ECU with just 
the push of a button. The AccessPORT lets you quickly reprogram your car’s ECU with performance-tuned calibrations for 
instant power gains without any tools, wiring, soldering or downtime. Reprogramming the ECU generates signi�cant power 
gains while retaining the sophisticated control logic and re�ned engine response developed by MAZDASPEED engineers. 
Simply plug the AccessPORT into your car, install the desired calibration and enjoy the thrill of big gains in torque and horse-
power! 

The AccessPORT puts control in the hands of the enthusiast. Install the AccessPORT at your convenience in just minutes from 
the comfort of your driver seat. The AccessPORT is able to store multiple calibrations, making map switching easy with just 
the touch of a button in under a minute. Choose from many pre-tuned maps for di�erent levels of modi�cations and types of 
fuels and be ready for any situation. For extreme modi�ctions or maximum power output, our ProTuner network can custom 
tune your setup on a dyno using our soon to be released AccessTUNER Pro tuning software compatible with the 2010 
MAZDASPEED3.

Flashing the ECU for increased performance is just the start of what the AccessPORT is capable of. Set the AccessPORT to 
Performance mode to capture 0-60MPH times, ¼ Mile times and Trap Speeds. Switch over to Live Data and choose a gauge 
to monitor sensor data in real time. Select the integrated Data Logging function to record multiple channels of data for up 
to 10 hours for in-depth performance analysis. Go to Troubleshooting mode to diagnose issues by reading trouble codes and 
resetting the system once the issues have been resolved. Even con�gure the AccessPORT as a shift light that �ashes the 
screen at whatever RPM you choose. 

The AccessPORT can even eliminate separation anxiety for those times you are away from your car. Protect your investment 
when out on the town by quickly loading the Valet map to limit engine revs and boost.  Swicth to the Anti-Theft map to 
prevent your car from starting when parked. And when its necessary to remove the AccessPORT, the uninstall process is 
simple, taking under 10 minutes and restoring the ECU to its original  condition. The AccessPORT can be installed and 
uninstalled as many times as needed without fuss or hassle.

The AccessPORT from COBB Tuning is the most comprehensive hand-held ECU flashing, managing and monitoring device 
available for the 2010 MAZDASPEED3. Satisfy your hunger for more power and control. Access the potential of your new 2nd 
gen MAZDASPEED3 today! 

Part Number: AP-MAZ-002
Retail Price: $595.00

http://cobbtuning.com/products/?id=5918

